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With solar activity practically non-existent these days it 
seems as though the opening of this report each month is the 
same, but there is little else that can be said. So, there 
was virtually no activity of any magnitude observed during 
the month - however, the dry weather continues and coronal 
sky time for December was 27^. The interesting thing about 
this figure is that of the 6h- hours of c&ronal sky logged,
59i were class I. With activity so low and infrequent and 
the weather so cooperative there is time now to do more de
tailed experimentation and trouble-shooting on the instru
ments and programs. On the 5 inch Bob has quite a program 
underway to track down sources of scattered light* One thing 
that has seemingly made a striking improvement was to paint 
the front of the O2 aperture black instead of the existing 
white. Further tests are needed to determtfine that this is 
indeed real and responsible for the improvement, but at any 
rate the background has been significantly reduced (by about 
30f.) on the spectra in the last few days.
Bob also has plans underway to test the singlet and triplet 
lenses for scattered light independently of the coronagraph. 
After careful and thouroujh cleaning, the singlet did show 
a somewhat better background than the triplet as would be 
expected - although when it originally returned from repolish
ing at Perkin-Elmer the background was the same as thetriplet. 
The plan now is to measure the scatter of the singlet, and then 
return it to Perkin-Elmer for repolishing since it arrived 
back from them the last time with a pronounced scratch and 
an offer of free polishing if it was not satisfactory.
There were no really outstanding observations during the 
month with the 5 inch, but there were two new programs started 
and an old program revived. The first new program was ^on 
Billings* idea to observe the red line with an artificial 
emission line superimposed close by during the coronal exp
osure. The artificial line will be used for very accurate 
wavelength measurements for the purpose of seeing if there is 
a small shift in the red line that can be attributed to 
rotational effects in the corona. An ingenious device has 
been worked up by Bob to feed in the artificial source at 
the same time as the coronal light is entering the spectro
graph. This program led to an investigation of aritificial 
sources available, which in turn led to the ordering of a 
set of four sources. The electronic shop will work up a 
power supply for the sources, xhe other new program is to 
observe the H and K lines of Barium, Strontium, and Calcium 
at the same point in a prominence for comparison. Results 
of a few early trys at this indicate that the strontium and
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Calcium lines are easily observed, but the Barium (like the Barium 
Series program) is more difficult to catch. The revived program 
is the old H & K spicule program using the second order of the 
regular B & L grating that gives a large dispersion.
Image tube work continued during the month with tests of the new 
double-length tube looking very good. The image quality has been 
vastly improved and now appears more like what was expected when 
the new tubes first went into operation a year or so ago. Pre
liminary observations indicate that the line profiles are smeared 
out, though; so the next ste<g> will be to observe through the 25 
micron slit.
No new work was done on the flare patrol this month, and operation 
continues at the regular 6 per minute picture rate.
The K-coronameter operated now and again during the month when 
there was no conflict with the 16 inch (and a few times when there 
was). The instrument is running good, and plans are being made 
for the modifications that will take place prior to the movement 
to Hawaii next summer. Dick Hansen has been up several times to 
get better acquainted with the operation of the instrument.
The group from Southwestern at Memphis arrived at Climax early in 
the month and spent about a week at the site operating thetu infra
red spectrometer. The 16 inch fed the light to the spectrometer, 
and a number of observations were made in the 1.0 to 2.2 micron 
region of the spectrum. Joe made an auxialliary occulting disk 
that could be focused further to the infx^red than the existing 
one in the instrument, and this helped quite a bit in their 
observing, '̂ heir visit was unusuall in many ways - there were no 
breakdowns in either their equipment or the 16 inch, we did have 
some clear sky of excellent quality during their stay, and finally 
the report from Memphis is that a very preliminary analysis of the 
data clearly shows at least two emission lines, -hese are at 
1.52 and 2.16 microns, the latter corresponding to the area of a 
Brackett line. Co the trip was a success for the Memphis people, 
and the 16 inch has now made its first successful observations. 
Work is now going on with the Halle filter on the 16 inch, but so 
far the image quality is disappointingly poor. I suspect that 
the filter is to blame since we have seen sharp images of the 
sunspots with the 16 inch visually already.
Snowfall at the end of December was ^9 inches - about 12 inches 
less than that date in the minimum winter of 1953-5l+* 1'he depth on the ground is 1*+ inches - far less than at this time in any 
other winter. However, we did get enough snow about the middle 
of the month to glaze over the Rocket Run and time trials and 
first aid drills are now boing held.


